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Glasgow Future City Energy App FAQs
Registering and Logging On

I can’t register/login

I forgot my password and can’t login

When you register an Activation Email
is sent to you. Your account will not be
set up completely and you will not be
able to login until the link in this email
is clicked on. The email will come from
noreply@glasgowenergyapp.org.
Check your junk mail and filters to
ensure it isn’t being blocked.

If you register and subsequently forget
your password then you can click on the
‘Forgot password’ link on the log-in page.
This will email you the option to choose
a new password.

I keep getting an error message
when registering

The email address you use to register can’t
be edited but you can always register again
with an alternative account. To change your
password click on the ‘Forgot password’
option on the login page.

Please make sure that your password is 6
characters or more and contains lowercase,
uppercase characters and a number. Also,
please check that the email you are using
isn’t already registered.

How do I change my password
or email address?
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I’m not receiving emails when
using the app?
When you register, change
password or run calculations then
you will receive notifications from
noreply@glasgowenergyapp.org.
Check your junk mail and filters to
ensure these aren’t being blocked.

Glasgow Future City Energy App FAQs
Selecting Buildings

I can’t find my building (postcode not
found error)

My building it is not highlighted
for selection

The Energy app is only available for use
on buildings situated within the bounds of
Glasgow City Council. A postcode not found
error will occur if you search for a postcode
outside of Glasgow City Council bounds or
if the property is new and has not been
included in the app yet.

To make the map faster to use the buildings
are not loaded automatically on a new
screen. You should navigate to the area
where your property is then click on the
Load button to refresh the screen. If your
property is included in the database then
it will be available for selection at this point.

What if I move Property?
tIf you move, please delete your old
property from your account so the new
occupier can use the app, You can delete
properties by going to My Buildings and
selecting ‘edit’ and then ‘delete’.

The Energy app is only available for use
on buildings situated within Glasgow City
Council so if you extend beyond the
boundary there will be no buildings for
selection, zooming further out will show
the limits more clearly.
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How do I remove a building?
You can only have one building at a time
associated with your account. If you move
or have chosen the wrong property then
you can delete the property in the app.
This will allow you to select another.

I’m a Landlord and would like to select
more than one building
The App only allows each registered user to
select one building. If you would like to
select more you’ll need to set up multiple
accounts using different emails.

I can’t select my building
On very rare occasions someone else may
already have registered your address.
Unfortunately, there is no way for us to
force it to be released.
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Entering Data & Improvement Options

How do I find out the floor area and %
glazing of my building?
Often this information already exists in the
app and will have been pre-populated for
you. If not it may be included in an
information pack or EPC that you would
have received when purchasing/moving into
the property. If not then typical values are
provided below to help come up with an
estimation based on type of property and
number of rooms.
Typical floor areas are: Studio flat: 32m2,
1-bedroom flat: 46m2, 2-bedroom flat: 59m2,
3-bedroom flat: 89m2, 1-bedroom house:
69m2, 2-bedroom house: 70m2, 3-bedroom
house: 92m2, 4-bedroom house: 117m2,
5-bedroom house: 159m2, large luxury
house: 300m2
Typical glazing % values are: Warehouse:
0-10%, apartment: 10-20%, house: 20-30%,
office: 20-60%

What is meant by kWh and kWh/m2?
The kilowatt-hour (kWh) is a unit of energy
equivalent to 1kW (1000 Watt) of power
consumed for one hour of time. For
example, a 40W lightbulb kept switched on
all time, uses approximately 1 kWh per day.
Another unit also used in results page is
kilowatt-hour per square meter (kWh/m2).
This is the energy usage of a property
divided by its floor area. This unit is useful
for energy usage comparisons between
properties of different sizes. For example,
consider a 50m2 flat that uses 10,000 kWh
per year, and a 150m2 house that uses
15,000 kWh per year. In total numbers the
flat uses less energy per year. However, this
is a result of the size difference between the
two properties, as the flat uses 200 kWh/m2
while the house uses 100 kWh/m2 per year.
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Where can I obtain my energy
consumption figures?
The easiest place to find the energy
consumptions for Gas and Electricity for
your property are from your energy bills.
These can usually be found online and there
will be options to view your recent usages
expressed in kWh. An alternative would be
to use online resources such as price
comparison sites which can estimate your
energy usage from details of the property
as well as the annual cost of the bills.
Remember you should enter the energy
consumption for the full year but bills may
be monthly, quarterly etc. so this should be
factored in.

Glasgow Future City Energy App FAQs
Entering Data & Improvement Options (Continued)

How do I know what Building Type
my property is?

Prefabricated: Generally post-war
properties 1950’s.

The construction type of your property
might be on your home report or other
purchase documents. If you are not sure
here is a rough guide based on a survey
of Glasgow properties.

Structural Insulated Panel: Specialist
modern building material used on
increasing number of properties
since 2000.

Timber Frame: 50-75% of new builds after
1990, though some were built as early as
1960/70s. They usually have a brick skin.

The technology I am considering
for my building is not listed as an
improvement option?

Concrete Frame: Often pre-fabricated
were built between 1930-64.

We have chosen a selection of the most
common technologies that we have
the data and ability to model. The list
is not exhaustive but gives a good
representation of the kinds of strategies
we see implemented in buildings
across Glasgow.

Brick/Stone/Block: All properties built
before 1930’s, the ma jority of properties
built between 1930-90 and 50-25% of
new builds from 1990.
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The PV options I have selected as
improvements are not all listed in
the results
This can occur if you select 5 or more
PV options under the improvements list,
a maximum of 4 will be simulated.
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Results

How are these results calculated?
The ‘Further information’ option under
the menu provides technical details on
how the app works.

The results don’t look reasonable
If you feel the results are outside of your
expectations you should return to the
building information form and check your
inputs. In particular make sure you have
entered accurate floor area and energy
consumption figures for gas and electricity
as these are used for the comparisons.

Should I implement these technologies
based on the app?
This app is not intended as a design tool
but is a fast way to gauge your energy
consumption, compared to those around
you and to consider what improvement
options may be available and which yield
the best results. On the results screen links
are provided to help you find further
information and advice but ultimately you
should consult an accredited installer before
implementing any strategy to ensure it is
adequate for your property and provides
the maximum benefit.
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The improvement I selected has
resulted in a predicted energy gain
rather than saving?
This can happen depending on the
circumstances of the building you are
assessing and the technology selected.
The results will vary building by building
depending on how it is conditioned, the
orientation and form, % glazing and other
factors which may mean the building
requires more heating, cooling, is dominated
by lighting etc. Some technologies such as
efficient lighting may result in a reduced
electricity consumption but also a reduced
gain from lights which can lead to a higher
predicted heating requirement in colder
periods.
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Results (Continued)

Why do I see potential money savings
while my energy consumption increases?
First of all, make sure that the meter data
you provided is accurate and as complete
as possible as this gives the best results.
As explained above, in some cases certain
technologies result in energy gain rather
than saving. However, the money savings
could be positive as a result of consuming
less electricity and more of a cheaper fuel.
For example, installing efficient lighting in a
poor insulated house that uses natural gas
for heating causes less electricity but more
gas consumption. As the tariff used for gas
is cheaper than electricity, money is saved
while energy requirements increase.
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3D Map

Why does the 3D Map not show results
for each building?

Why does the map show the wrong
metrics for some buildings?

Why do some results not appear
on all areas/buildings?

Due to data protection we are not able
to list out the results per building, instead
they are grouped on the map by postcode.
This can sometimes result in an unexpected
value being shown for your building but
means we can show meaningful data on
a city scale.

Due to data protection we are not able
to list out the results per building, instead
they are grouped on the map by postcode.
This can sometimes result in an unexpected
value being shown for your building but
means we can show meaningful data on
a city scale.

Some map results (metrics) are taken
from an existing database and others are
populated by data entered into the map
from people undertaking simulations
through the App. Metrics pulled solely from
this App data are denoted by ‘simulated’
and will only appear where data has been
entered by a property owner.
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Errors and Additional Support

The app looks funny / isn’t working
properly
If you are using the webtool located at
www.glasgowenergyapp.org then it may
be an issue with your browser. For best
results use IE11 or greater and Chrome/
Firefox version 33 or greater. The site will
also run on older versions but performance
might be affected.
If you are using an iPhone please ensure
that you have the Portrait Orientation
Lock turned off so that the results can’t
be viewed in Landscape.

What do I do if there is an error?
If there is an error on the screen please note
this down. There could be a problem on the
app so you should log out and try again
later. If the problem persists please send
information of the error you encountered
(screenshot if possible) and what you were
doing at the time, include details of the
internet browser you were using (e.g.
internet explorer) and the device you were
using (e.g. ipad, laptop). Report should be
sent to support@glasgowenergyapp.org
and we will liaise with our developers to
correct the issue.
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